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ABSTRACT 
We give summability results for the eigenvalues of certain types of compact 
operators that are then applied to study integral operators. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following is a survey of some fairly recent results about the distribu- 
tion of eigenvalues of power-compact operators. It is a classical subject in the 
context of integral operators to relate the properties (i.e., kernel properties) of 
an operator to the decay of its eigenvalues. We treat this question in an 
abstract way: first, some general estimates are derived for abstract classes of 
operators, and second, they are applied to integral operators. 
X will always be a complex Banach space, and T E L(X) a continuous 
linear operator. We call T power-compact if there is n E N such that T” is 
compact. By (Xi(T)), E N we denote the sequence of eigenvalues of such maps 
T, ordered in decreasing absolute value and counted according to their 
multiplicity. As is well known, they form a null sequence. We only sketch 
some important proofs. For the others, we refer to the literature. 
1. EIGENVALUES OF POWER-COMPACT OPERATORS 
We first give a brief survey of the classical Hilbert-space theory, i.e., if 
X = H is a (complex) Hilbert space. Assume T E K(H), i.e., T is compact. 
Then s,(T) := Xi(T*T)‘12 are called the singular numbers of T. In 1949, H. 
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Weyl [ 111 proved 
PROPOSITION 1. LetTEK(H),nEN,andO<p<co.Then 
fi Ihj(T) 1 G lfIl~j(r)~ (1) 
j=l 
t Ihj(T)lPG 5 sj(TJP. (2) 
j=l j=l 
Weyl’s idea to prove (1) was to equip the n-fold alternating tensor 
product A”(H) with a natural Hilbert-space structure and consider the 
operator A”(T) on A”(H). It has as its first eigenvalue X,( A”(T)) = 
l+Xj(T), h h w ic is clearly bounded by 11 A”(T)II. The last norm turns out to 
be IIy,Isj(T). Thus (1) holds. The inequality (2) follows from (1) by purely 
analytic considerations: if lly,ibj Q n’?=la j holds for all n and positive 
decreasing sequences ( bj), (a j), then i;_rbj” <C?=ia$’ for all n EN and 
0 < p < co; see Gohberg and Krein [3] or Weyl [ llj. 
Thus (Aj(T))~ 2, if (s~(T))E I,. Similarly, if sj(T) =O(j-l/P), then 
IX,(T)1 = O(j-“P) as well. To generalize these two facts, we introduce the 
Lorentz sequence spaces I,, q. If (x,) is a null sequence, let (x,*) denote the 
nonincreasing rearrangement of (Ix, I). For 0 < p < 00, 0 < q d co, let 
for q = co this is supposed to read II(x,,)IJ~,~ := sup,~,*n’/~ < co. Thus 
(X”) E Ip+ means r,* = 0( n-i/P) and l,, p = 1,. These spaces 1,. q are ordered 
lexicographically, i.e., 
lP,.915 ~PzA?z if (p,< pz> or (pl= P, and ql<d. 
The first index p is the main one and determines the power type of decay, 
whereas the second (“fine”) index specifies a further logarithmic-type decay. 
Proposition 1 generalizes to 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T E K(H) with (sj(T)) E I,,, where 0 < p -C co, 
0 < q < m. Then (hi(T)) E Z,,, and 
(3) 
where cp q , is a numerical constant depending only on p and q. 
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This follows from (2) and the use of Hardy’s inequality 
which is valid for 1 < s < co, 0 < r < 00, l/s + l/s’= 1, and (a,) E I,,,. We 
refer e.g. to [4] or [6]. 
To generalize these results to operators in Banach spaces, one needs an 
extension of the notion of singular numbers to Banach spaces. The following 
two generalizations turn out to be useful. Let T E L( X, Y) be a continuous, 
linear map from X to Y, X and Y Banach spaces. Then the approximation 
numbers of T are defined by 
a,(T):=inf{]]T-T,j]IrkT,,<n,T,,:X+Y}, nEN 
and the Weyl numbers of T by 
r,(T):=sup{u,(TA)/I/A:Z,~XII$l}, nEN. 
We first remark that they coincide with the singular numbers on Hilbert 
spaces H: 
LEMMA 3. Let T E K(H). Then s,(T) = u,(T) = x,(T). 
This was shown by Pietsch [7], [8]. It basically follows from the spectral 
decomposition theorem for T E K(H), 
T= C Sj(T)(*,xj)Yj> 
jEN 
where (x j) and (yj) are suitable orthonormal sequences in H. To prove 
s,,(T) > u,(T), just take as approximation T,, the map 
n-1 
Tn = C sj(T)(* 9 xj)Yj* 
j=l 
Using the letters sj for either a j or r j, we have the following elementary 
properties: 
sj(‘ST) Q II’IIsj(S)IITII (if RST is well defined) (4) 
sj+k-i(ST) G sj(S)s,(T) (if ST is well defined). (5) 
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In particular, the first property (4) implies that xi(T) < a (T). For conveni- 
ence, we now introduce the following classes of operators i, etween X and Y: 
S,,,(X,Y):= {TEL(X,Y)l(x,(T))EE,,,}, o<p<oo, o<q<oo. 
This class S,, Q forms an operator ideal, i.e., S,, 4 is stable under compositions 
with continuous linear maps. The expression 
defines a quasinorm on S,, & X, Y ), i.e., the usual norm properties are satisfied 
with the exception of the triangle inequality, which is replaced by 
Here K is a constant depending only on p and 4. Proposition 2 generalizes to 
these classes of maps: 
THEOREM 4 (Weyl’s inequality in Banach spaces). Let 0 < p < co, 0 < q 
G 00, and T E !$,,(X). Then T is power-compact, the eigenvalues of T 
belong to l,,,, and 
where cP 4 , is a constant depending only on p and q. 
This is due to Pietsch [8]. In the case of the approximation numbers, it 
was proved earlier in [4]. To be able to sketch the proof, we need the 
following notion. Let 1~ s < T < 00. An operator T E L( X, Y) is called 
(r, s)-summing provided there is c > 0 such that for all finite sequences 
ri,...,r,~X onehas 
The smallest constant c is denoted by VT~, ,(T) and the set of all these maps by 
IL,,(X,Y). Again, II,,, is an operator ideal. In this case, 7rr, s turns out to be 
a norm, and vr,,(RST) < jIRIIrr,,(S)(lTjI whenever RST is defined. We are 
interested in these operators mainly for r = s and r > s = 2. The proof of 
Theorem 4 requires two lemmas. The first is due to Kwapien; see [8]. 
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LEMMA 5. Zf X is an ndimensional space, ~s,s(IdX) = 6. 
The proof uses the so-called Pietsch factorization theorem and the fact 
that the rrs,,-norm of Id,, is 6. The second lemma is a modification of a 
result of Lewis. We also refer to [8]. 
LEMMA 6. Let T a 2 and T E II,,,(X, Y). Then T E S,,,(X, Y) and 
sup x,(T)n’/‘< rr,,(T). 
?lEN 
This is first reduced to the case of X = 1,. Then one constructs an 
orthonormal sequence (e,,) c 1, such that for T : I, + Y one has IITe,,ll = a”(T) 
= x,(T). Hence 
sup x,(T)n”’ 
nsWI 
G (c ilTe.ll.)l” < rr,,(T), 
n 
using Bessel’s inequality for supllxf,, G 1 C,j (x*, e,,) 1’6 1. We can now sketch 
Pietsch’s [8] proof of Theorem 4. 
Proof. Let X, be an n-dimensional space of (generalized) eigenvectors 
of T associated with (Ai(T))yel, invariant under T. It follows from Lemma 5 
and Pietsch’s factorization theorem that there is a map A : X, + 1,” with 
rs(A) =fi and ]]A-‘]] = 1. If T,,: X, + X, denotes the restriction of T, let 
S:=AT,A-‘:Z,“-,Z,“.Then X,(S)=X,(T)fori=l,...,n and 
by Proposition 1 and Lemma 3. We now use the submultiplicativity property 
(5) of the Weyl numbers. If e.g. n E N is even, n = 2m, then 
By Lemma 6, xi(A) < (l/fi)~z,,(A) =m. Further, rj(‘A-‘) < 
x~(T)II(A-~)~~ =xj(T). Thus 
If IAi(T ( fi :)( fi Xj(Tj2) G fJ, [J3;;;aj(T)]> 
i=l j=l _I j=l i=l 
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using Stirling’s formula to evaluate m!. Here ij(T) denotes the doubled 
sequence (x,(T), x,(T), x,(T), x,(T), x3(T), . . .). In the same way as (1) 
implies (2), this yields for 0 < p < cc 
From this a similar estimate for the Lorentz norms follows. Of course, one 
still has to prove that for some N, any T E np,,(X) has a compact power 
TN. For this, see [S]. n 
As a corollary to Lemma 6 and Theorem 4 we get a result of [5]. 
COROLLARY 7. Let T E n,,,(X), where r > 2. Then T is power-compact 
and the eigenvalues of T are of order n-l/: i.e., 
sup (A,(T) Id% crrr,,(T). 
?lEN 
Actually, one can take c, = 2. . The result is asymptotically the best 
possible. For the smaller class of r-summing maps (T > 2), a slightly better 
result is true. It was first proved in [4]; the much simplified proof we sketch 
here is due to Pietsch [lo]. 
THEOREM 8. Let r > 2, and TEL(X) be (T, r)-summing. Then T is 
power-compact and the eigenvalues of T are rth-power summuble, with 
Sketch of the proof. Since r,,,(X) c rr,,s(X) and rr,,(T) < ?r,,,(T), we 
know by Corollary 7 
SUP b,(T) bl”- w&) G w,,(T). 
nctv 
This implies for any s > r that 
(6) 
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where c, s depends only on r, s, but not on X and T. Let c > 0 denote the 
smallest ‘constant such that (6) holds for all X and T E II,,,(X) with c 
instead of c, S. We claim that c = 1. To show this, we apply (6) to TFT. It is 
known [lo] that II,, I is stable under e-tensor products, i.e., that 
?r,,,(T+T: X$X +X$X) < q,(T: X + X)“. 
Since T6T has 
applied to T$T, 
among its eigenvalues (Xj(T)X,(T))j,,,,, we find, if (6) is 
Q CIA,(T$T) 1’ l” 
i n i 
This yields that c2 Q c or c < 1. Hence (6) holds with c = 1. Letting s tend to 
r, we get Theorem 8. n 
2. APPLICATIONS TO INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
To prove that some concrete integral operator belongs to a class S,,, or 
II ~,s, it suffices to factor the operator over some standard map belonging to 
this class and apply the ideal property. Our examples use mainly this 
principle. The first example, however, uses a direct verification of the 
II ,-property. 
PROPOSITION 9 [4]. Let (s2,p) be a u-finite measure space, 2 < T < 00, 
k : iit2 + C be &nea.surable, and 
Then 
T,f(X) := Jr,k(% ?df(?d h‘(!d (7) 
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defines a power-compact integral operator Tk : L,(Cl, cl) + L,(Q, p) with rth- 
power-summuble eigenvalues satisfying 
Proof. One shows by using Holder’s inequality and the definition of r7, r 
that 7rI, r(Tk : L,(SJ, CL) -+ L,( 8, cl)) < cr. Apply Theorem 8. W 
The result (and thus also Theorem 8) does not hold if 1~ r < 2. The 
operator of convolution with a function f E L,(S’) has the Fourier coeffi- 
cients (An)), E z as eigenvalues. We thus get as a corollary a well-known 
inequality. 
COROLLARY 10 (Hansdorff-Young). 
P= (An)) E W) ad lIPIll,< Ilf Ih.,,. 
Let r > 2 and f E L,,(S’). Then 
For (in)finite matrices k = (k i j), the inequality in Proposition 9 reads 
This admits a generalization to other mixed norms of the matrix k: The 
following result is due to Carl [2], who used entropy numbers. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let 1 < T, s < CO with l/r + l/s > 1, and assume that 
Then the matrix k = (kij) defines a compact operator Tk : 1, -+ 1, for all t with 
T < t <s’ and we have that (XJT,)),,, E l,., for 
r>2 or (r<2and s<2), 
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Idea of the proof. By Proposition 9, we may assume r < 2. The map Tk 
may be factored as 
One first shows that id: 2, + Z,, is (u,2>summing if l/v = l/r - l/s’ (s >, 2), 
l/u = l/r - l/2 (s < 2), (see Carl [l]). Tln ‘s is done by clever application of 
Hiilder’s inequality. Moreover, k : l,, + I, turns out to be (T, r)-summing. 
Hence, using Lemma 6, one finds that 
(TIC: k + I,) E HI,,, o H”,d= s,,, o S”,, c s,,, 
with l/u = l/r + l/u. The last inclusion follows from the submultiphcativity 
property (5). This may be slightly improved by interpolation to show that Tk 
even belongs to S,, r; cf. [6], [8]. Hence by Theorem 4, (X,(T,)) E I,,,. n 
The result is the best possible among Lorentz sequence spaces I,,,, in 
general. 
COROLLARY 12. Let 1~ q < p < 00 and T: 1, -+ 1, be continuous 
and linear. Then, as a map in 1 , T: 1, -+ 1, is compact with eigenvalues 
X,(T) satisfying (A,(T) I= O(nPE/r), l/r = l/q - l/p. 
Sketch of the proof. If 1 Q q < p < 2, T: 1, + 1, can be factored over the 
(r,2)-summing identity map I: 1, + I,,, where l/r = l/q - l/p, and thus is 
(~,2>summing. We apply Corollary 7. The case of 2 < q < p < 00 is dual. If 
q < 2 < p, one has to use the fact that T: 1, + I, factors over 1,; T as a map 
in I, then is the product of an (s, 2> and a dual (t, 2)-summing map in Z,, 
where l/s + l/t = l/p - l/q + l/r. This implies in this case even (X,(T)) 
E 1,. n 
PROBLEM. Whereas for q < 2 < p, the previous corollary can be im- 
proved to (A,(T)) E Z,, l/r = l/q - l/p, the corresponding problem is open 
if 1 < q < p < 2. We conjecture a negative answer. 
There are further applications of the results for (T, s)-summing operators 
to weakly singular integral operators. We just give the results and refer for 
proofs to [S], [6]. 
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PROPOSITION 13. Let s2 c RN be bounded and open, 0 < a < N, and 
k : 62’ + C be Lebesgue-measurable with 
k(x, y) = 
G,Y) 
(X-y(N-a’ 
2 EL,(V). 
Then Tk : L,(Q) --f L,(Q), d fi e ne as in (7) with p= Lebesgue measure, is d 
compact with 
(a) IA, ) = O(n-a/N), 0 < a < N/2, 
@) 1 &(I’,) I= O(Kln ~)/~1”2), a = N/2, 
(c) &(T,J) E 12, N/2 < a< N. 
These estimates are optimal, in general, under the above assumptions. 
In case (a) e.g., the operator Tk is (r,2)-summing for T = N/a ( > 2). To 
describe results for differentiable or at least more regular kernels than before, 
we define vector-valued Sobolev and Besov spaces. 
Let X be a Banach space and 1~ p < co. Let !d c 08 N be open. By 
L,(Q X) we denote the space (of equivalence classes) of measurable, pth- 
power Bochner integrable functions f: !J + X under the natural norm 11 f &, 
= (lollf(~) . l/P For HEN, let WJQX)= {~EL,(QX)ID*~E 
L,(Q X) for all Ia] Q r} be the vector-valued Sobolev space. Here D*f 
denotes the weak aderivative, using the usual multiindex notation. The 
Besov spaces B&&Q; X) for 0 < A E W, 1~ p < 00, 1~ 9 < 00 can be defined 
as interpolation spaces in the real method 
if 0 < A < r E N. They are independent of the particular choice of T E N with 
r > A and can be characterized in terms of the moduli of continuity of the 
functions or suitable derivatives. We refer to [6], [9] for details. 
If X itself is a Sobolev or Besov space on fit, any function f E Wi((s2; X) 
or f E BP”, JQ; X) can be considered as a kernel k : Qz + C by identifying 
k(x, Y) = f(x)(~). For th ese kernels we have a result due to Pietsch [9]. 
THEOREM 14. Let l<p,g,u,v<co; p,u<oo; X,a>O with X+a> 
N(l/p + l/u - 1); and Q c Iw N be open, bounded, and sufficiently snwoth. 
Then any kernel k E Bi,,(Q B&(Q)), by (7), yields a well-defined power- 
compact operator Tk : Y + Y in any Banach function space Y between BP”, & 52) 
and (the larger space) B,.,(Q)*. In particular, Y may be chosen as some 
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L,( SIFtspace for a suitable value of 1 d s < 00. The (nonzero) eigenvalue 
spectrum is independent of Y and we have (A ,,(Tk)) E l,, ‘I, where 
1 h+U 1 
-:=-+ 
t N max(2, u’) ’ 
We sketch the main steps of the proof. For details we refer to [6]. The 
condition on X + u guarantees that Bp”, Q : B,“, “* is a continuous imbedding. 
This is shown by splitting I into two maps I,: Bt,,g + L,, Zz: L, + B&*. 
Here s should be chosen such that X > N(l/p - l/s), u > N(l/s - l/u’) = 
N(l/u - l/s’) (S o o ev imbedding conditions). By discretization, one esti- b 1 
mates the Weyl numbers of I, and I, as x,(Z,) - n-1/u, x,(Z,) - n-‘/b for 
suitable cx, p depending on p, q, u, v, s, u and X: e.g. the following is true [6] 
x,(Id: BP”,@) + L,(Q)) - n-l/a, 
1 
-= x/N+1/2-l/p, 
a I 
X/N, l<P,Sd2, 
x/N+l/s-l/2, p<2<s, 
s<2<p,X>N/p, 
X/N+l/s-l/p, 2dp<sor2<sdp and 
X>(N/~)(l/s-l/~)!i(1/2-l/~). 
These asymptotic estimates are rather involved and will not be presented 
here. As for the kernel k, it defines an operator Fk: B&(G)* + B&(Q) by 
mapping any functional ‘p E B,“, JQ)* to cp 0 k( .) E B&(G) [this is just the 
formula (7) in this setup]. This map turns out to be psumming if p = q; see 
[9]. Hence we may factor the integral operator Tk if p = q as 
Tk: L,(Q) 2 B,“,“(G)* 2 B;,@) f: L,(O). 
Here x,(Zs) < c,n-1’8, x,(T,) < c,n-“Pa (Tk), x,(Z,) < ~~6”~. This yields 
~~(7’~: L,(Q) + L,(Q)) G cn -w+w+l/Pp If s is chosen optimal, the best 
value of l/a + l//3 + l/p is just the value of l/t in Theorem 14. This means 
Tk E S,, ,( L,(Q)). By interpolation, one improves this slightly to Tk E 
S,,,( L,(O)), also in the case that p f q. By Theorem 4, (X,(T,)) E Z,, 4. 
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COROLLARY 15 [9]. 
I=( -7T,7p7 
Let l<u,q~oo, X>O, andf~B~,,(Z), where 
Then the Fourier coefficients p= (f(n)), E p belong to 
Z_(ZN) if l/t := X/N+ l/max(2,u’). 
Proof. The Fourier coefficients of f are eigenvalues of the operator of 
convolution with f. The convolution operator is a kernel operator with 
k(x,y)=f(x-y).Forany~,cr>Owith~++=Aonehasthat f(.-.)E 
B$, J I; Z3:, r( Z )). Theorem 14 thus implies the corollary. n 
One can construct examples of functions f in Z3t,4 for all possible values 
of the indices such that the Lorentz sequence space Z,,, given above is the 
smallest possible. Thus Corollary 15 and Theorem 14 are the best possible, in 
general. 
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